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Chat from the Chair
How do you like your orienteering? Are you a dedicated fresh air and forest navigation
fan, does getting your O’ fix involve some cunning running round local country parks, is
orienteering an adjunct to fell running or are you one of those who find pacing the
pavements of an urban area offers a welcome alternative challenge to brambles or
tussocks?
Whatever your answer, the event you choose to attend only happens because a team of
volunteers in the organising club has obtained permission to use the area, had it
mapped, planned appropriate courses, publicised the arrangements, gathered the
necessary equipment, placed the controls in the area before the event (and collected
them afterwards). Yes, ours is a labour-intensive sport.
I have just become chair of the club’s committee, a group of members who decide what
sort of events we should put on amongst other matters for the benefit of members. The
club wants to help members develop their orienteering skills and attract new people
into the sport, but it needs fresh ideas and, more than anything, people who can help to
put the ideas into practice.
Some of the areas we are looking for help with are training and marketing, and we are
hoping to set up some small project-based groups to target those areas needing
development. Already, one of these groups is targeting the maps in our area that need
an update and we are delighted to welcome Sam Drinkwater as the new editor of the
club's newsletter.
Whatever your interest in the sport, it only
happens because someone takes action - be
it offering to train as a coach or organising a
virtual O league. What skills or experience
can you offer? Could you help to make our
club fit for the future?

Marie Roberts
marie@roberts.gb.net

New Editor
Andrew Gregory
Welcome to Sam Drinkwater as the new Editor of the MDOC Newsletter. I am very
pleased that he has volunteered to take over this position, and I am sure that he will
make an excellent job of it.
It will be great to have a different point of view, from someone who goes to a lot of local
events. I wish him every success, and hope he will have plenty of help from club
members, in sending material.
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City Race Euro Tour
The major event for MDOC over the last few months was of course the City Race Euro
Tour weekend on 3rd/4th November. After months and even years of planning the
events ran smoothly and were repeatedly complimented by competitors from both
near and far. It took a fantastic effort of coordination on the part of the organisers and
planners for both days, as well as tireless help from the many, many volunteers;
however I think all agreed it was more than worth it.
There now follows a short recap on the two days, with a description of the Saturday
sprints, reports from both organiser and controller for Sunday's race, an insight into
the fun world of volunteering at the start and finally a roundup of the MDOC results
from the weekend. The many excellent photos are courtesy of Peter Cull and these plus
many more are available on his website www.petercull.com for purchase.

Offerton Sprints
Thanks to the excellent planning of Paul Watson and the impeccable organisation of
Trevor Roberts, the Saturday sprint event became more than just a prelude to the
'main event' on Sunday. Indeed there was unanimously positive feedback, particularly
for the area itself, which some described as “purpose built for sprint orienteering”. All
this despite the appearance of a large construction site in the centre of the map since it
was last used, so the planner must be complimented for dealing with this so well.
As a two-part sprint format, the team decided to use the North and South areas
seperately, meaning there was no overlap between the two parts, which undoubtably
added to the interest and variety on offer. What followed was fast and furious racing
through the narrow alleys and between the rows of identical houses. With so much
route choice on offer, but often with very little difference in distance between them, it
paid to be decisive and confident. However, this also meant that any mistakes were
amplified and the winning margins were often very fine. For anyone wanting to relive
the excitement, the race was recorded from a runners-eye view by Andis Ozols and his
videos are available to view online at his YouTube channel.
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Chris Rostron relaxes at the finish (Photo: Peter Cull)

Liam Corner races over the city (Photo: Peter Cull)

Manchester City Race Organiser's Report
Andrew Gregory
Eddie Speak was the inspiration behind this event, having had the idea of adding it to
the City Race Euro Tour program, planning the courses, printing the maps, and making
the contact with Manchester City Council.
There were a number of positive comments on the courses, and most competitors
seemed to have enjoyed the challenge. Almost 350 runners took part in total, of which
over 65 were from other European countries, so it was well worth the extra publicity
from making the weekend part of the City Race Euro Tour program.
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Thank you to all of the many
MDOC members who helped so
willingly, and worked so
efficiently. Thanks to our
Controller, Ian Cooper from SYO,
who made many helpful
comments, and seemed
unworried by all the last minute
changes. Special thanks to
Margaret Gregory who offered to
take over as Assistant Organiser
when I was not so well. Thanks
to the Castlefield Hotel for their
friendly co-operation. The hotel
makes an excellent event centre,
and they seemed unworried by
competitors all over the place,
and our taking over most of their
large lounge area.

Dave McCann in action (Peter Cull)

Thanks also for permissions from Manchester City Council, the Canal and Rivers Trust,
the Bridgewater Canal Company and Spinningfields.

Manchester City Race Controller's Report
Ian Cooper (SYO)
Thank you all, especially our overseas visitors, for coming - I look forward to
competing at the WMOC in Latvia next summer. I am writing this before the results are
issued, but I hope you enjoyed Eddie’s courses, and the challenges of Castlefields and
elsewhere. It was a good event. The weather was very helpful to us all. As with most
urban events, especially somewhere where there is much construction going on, you
have to expect the unexpected. Between starting planning and the event construction
works come and go, Christmas markets appear, etc. Even on the day of the event,
locked gates open attracting unwary orienteers who then get locked in - time penalty
was about 5 minutes.
Personally as a 70+ year old, I find controlling urban events more demanding than the
forest - although the terrain is much easier than somewhere like Macclesfield Forest,
the course and map demands are that much greater. There can be more safety and
permission concerns on an urban event. Small map ‘errors’ get magnified in an urban
area compared to a forest map. Eddie did well with his courses; there were many
favourable comments. With his frequent travels, I never knew where the draft courses
were coming from, Las Vegas and Egypt spring to mind, but it all worked out ok.
Thanks Eddie from all the competitors.
Apologies for those who found the map detail difficult to read in places - like the
passageway south of 224 and the narrow passage south west of 141. A 4000 scale and
some exaggeration is allowed by ISSOM and would be helpful to 75 year old eyes.
There are many Facebook discussions about the mapping of canopies and underpasses.
Andrew’s organisation was to the high level that I expected, he knows what he is doing
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so little to concern me in that area. Good to have the Castlefields hotel for assembly.
Thanks to all those who came to Tanya Taylor’s aid when she collapsed at the finish.

After paramedic attention she recovered and I hope that continues now she is home.
Tom Fellbaum on his way to another victory (Photo: Peter Cull)

A Tale of Two Starts

Peter Ross
I love the Start. I love the atmosphere of hope and optimism. And I respect the 4 minute ritual: the first minute to check the dibber, the next for the control descriptions,
one minute to kneel before the map, 50 seconds meditation and then 10 seconds to go.
Beep, beep, beep, beep, beeeep! Repeat.
It's a ritual but there are variations. Some planners/organisers/controllers see the last
50 seconds as the opportunity to impart a message to the competitors. I'm not sure
about this. As Starter I've delivered many messages and - to be frank - I’ve watched
them go in one ear and out the other. We can only guess why. Leaving aside my presentation skills for the moment, perhaps it’s because the competitors have overheard
much the same stuff 60 seconds earlier. Perhaps it's that the mental effort required to
listen to the message is just not available, because in those dying seconds of the ritual
most competitors have prioritised one thing only - the concern to pick up the right
map.
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The Offerton start team in action
(Photo: Peter Cull)

Not so long ago I was at the Start at Offerton. It was on a bit of grassy, common ground
between some nearby houses. To the front there was a small gap in a fence into which
the competitors disappeared. In its own way it was quite a claustrophobic space, a feeling compounded by the alacrity at which people fled it. A little girl came to the window
of the nearest house and waved at us. If she had opened the window she could have
shaken hands with those in the -3 box. (She didn’t. In fact her mum closed the curtains.)

It was a very blustery day and the maps were in Sainsbury’s bags but every now and
again one would be swept up and out of its bag by the wind to swoop around the Start
area, and in a literal way left the question for whom the map was intended hanging in
the air. You could feel the tension in boxes -1 to -4 as everyone came to the same conclusion: “OMG. That’s mine!”
Those of us manning the Start had been left in no doubt that this was a Start with a
message and our duty was to deliver it. I thought it to be a nice message: friendly and
chatty. “Welcome to Offerton. Be polite to the locals. Beware the traffic. Take corners
wide. Odd maps on the left, Evens on the right. The Start kite is the kite you can see
that's in front of you”.
But once a map was in the air I knew I had to release that 4 minutes of tension. My
clear duty became to catch the map even at the expense of delivering the message, and
having caught it, place it carefully into its rightful bag. So I did, and as I did so I could
hear a collective sigh of relief.
If I have a worry it is that my message delivery shortfall led to the unintended consequence of one or two mini-groups of rude orienteers continually and inconsiderately
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bumping into each other at every corner whilst displaying a wild disregard for the traffic. Fingers crossed it wasn’t too bad.
I love the Start. I love the atmosphere of hope and optimism. So what better than two
Starts in two days? What luck! I was on the Start the very next day in Manchester, but
the Sunday planners/organisers/controllers had no message for the competitors. More
than that they valued silence. Sure, there were safety notices for the competitors to
read but a contemplative, trappist tranquility was the quietly implied aspiration. I
could only nod in agreement.
Fortunately, I had a grand team including Sam Drinkwater. Intelligence, initiative, and
charisma were there for all to see. (You are far too kind, Ed). There was also no wind.
The Start itself was in a beautiful and intriguing position - very likely the actual field of
Castlefield - and the competitors, once released, disappeared into and under an arch
into probably the actual Castle wall. It was very romantic - and as planner, Eddie must
take all the credit. (N.B. See what I’ve done? I’ve put Eddie and romantic in the same
sentence. What are the chances?)
The clock had had its beep removed and so my team had to use mime, a few nods, a rare wink and the very occasional hushed tone to usher the many and various into the
joys of competitive, urban orienteering in Manchester. I loved it. It was the Start.

Edwin Van-Calster shows his speed in the city race (Photo: Peter Cull)

Offerton Two-Part Sprint – MDOC Results:
Men's Elite:
1st – Tom Fellbaum – 25:53

Women's Elite:
9th – Katie McInnes – 39:01
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7th – Mark Burley – 30:17
Men's Open:
3rd – Alex Shaw – 38:36

Women's Open:
2nd – Izzy Bell – 48:00
3rd – Anna Mackenzie – 48:49

Men's Veteran:
n/c – Liam Corner – 26:11
11th – David Wathey – 29:38
27th – Alan Barker – 64:13

Women's Veteran:
6th – Cecilia Fenerty – 32:56
10th – Jane McCann – 34:55
19th – Karen Peach – 56:33

Men's Super Veteran:
24th – David McCann – 32:15
30th – Stephen Fellbaum – 35:57
31st – Eddie Speak – 38:24
37th – Graham Heap – 47:01
38th – Edwin Paul Van-Calster – 47:24

Women's Super Veteran:
17th – Stella Heap & Penny – 59:09

Men's Ultra Veteran:
3rd – John Britton – 23:43
11th – Chris Rostron – 28:44
15th – John Williams – 30:02
18th – Ian Watson – 30:21
20th – Peter Ross – 33:59
24th – Ian Gilliver – 38:01
25th – Grahame Crawshaw – 38:22
28th – James McDermott – 45:07

Women's Ultra Veteran:
5th – Jillyan Dobby – 24:41
15th – Alison Doyle – 48:25

Men's Hyper Veteran:
4th – David Mawdsley – 29:05

Men's Children:
4th – Maison Murphy – 22:54

Women's Hyper Veteran:
4th – Sue Birkinshaw – 75:10

Mark Burley makes the most of 'contactless' punching (Photo: Peter Cull)

City of Manchester Race – MDOC Results:

Men's Elite:
1st – Tom Fellbaum – 43:24

Women's Elite:
13th – Katie McInnes – 62:03
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5th – Mark Burley – 48:53
8th – James Walsh – 51:04

18th – Alison Fryer – 68:16

Men's Open:
4th – Paul Turnock – 50:59
11th – Alex Shaw – 65:32
12th – Liz Hamer-Davies – 72:28

Women's Open:
3rd – Fiona Kenley – 66:49

Men's Veteran:
7th – Liam Corner – 41:48
18th – David Wathey – 47:13
20th – Trevor Hindle – 47:31
34th – Paul Watson – 55:27
41st – Adrian Harris – 59:40

Women's Veteran:
9th – Jane McCann – 57:26
14th – Cecilia Fenerty – 62:07
17th – Rebecca Glen – 66:33

Men's Super Veteran:
14th – David McCann – 53:35
n/c – Ian Farrell – 55:12
32th – Stephen Fellbaum – 69:06
36th – Edwin Paul Van-Calster – 74:21

Women's Super Veteran:
5th – Hazel Hindle – 44:14

Men's Ultra Veteran:
4th – John Britton – 36:31
13th – Chris Rostron – 41:36
21th – Ian Watson – 48:32
22th – Peter Ross – 48:47
27th – Trevor Roberts – 53:17
30th – Grahame Crawshaw –
54:48
31st – Stephen Beresford –
55:21
32nd – Ian Gilliver – 55:49
33rd – Douglas Edwards –
58:36

Women's Ultra Veteran:
5th – Jillyan Dobby – 43:27
n/c – Marie Roberts – 50:49
19th – Irene Crawshaw – 70:17
20th – Alison Doyle – 99:21

Men's Hyper Veteran:
2nd – David Walker – 62:06
Women's Hyper Veteran:
4th – Sue Birkinshaw – 53:47

Alison Doyle in Castlefield (Peter Cull)
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What’s Italian for ‘Ginnel’?
Ian Gilliver
After a week and 70 miles of walking in the Monti Sibillini National Park, sandwiched
between half days of tourism in both Assisi and Rome, Sal flew home and I drove to
Vasto for the second week of this year’s Italian 5+5.
These events are directed by Gabriele Viale of Park World Tour Italia in coordination
with PWT founder and multiple World Champion Jorgen Martennson, and they are
mapped, planned and organised to a high standard by a professional team of helpers.
From a punter’s perspective the deal is that, although entry fees are modest, you do
have to book your accommodation through Gabriele whose business this is. The Italian
5+5 occurs each year usually in weeks 40 and 41, approximately the first two weeks of
October, so there is still warmth in the sun and the sea. Half board hotel
accommodation (usually 3* or 4*) typically costs €550 for 5 or 6 nights, plus a single
supplement where applicable – so it’s not a cheap trip, but I do think it’s decent value.
And they get it right! By which I mean you attend 5 events over 5 days, and the events
are all enjoyable, but (unlike, say, the Scottish 6-days for me) they are not so long that
you’ve got no energy left to enjoy yourself afterwards – and Gabriele does provide wine
tastings and musical evenings… Typically the 5 events comprise 3 sprint events in
isolated hill towns, which require lots of concentration (what’s Italian for ‘ginnel’?),
and a day in runnable forest with middle distance events morning and afternoon - all
planned well and hence enjoyable.
Week 40, the week before my trip, had attracted nearly 300 competitors as it coincided
with some Scandinavian half-term holidays. Week 41 had only 109 competitors, so
M65 (my class) was combined with M60 – fair enough - but we had to run the same
course as W21. Hmm! Other than Nick and Sarah-Jane Barrable who stayed in a flat
with their baby, I was the only Brit, so plenty of opportunity to meet and strike up
friendships with orienteers of other nationalities and I find that very agreeable. Indeed,
I saw a few familiar faces, as I must have done 6 or 7 of these holidays over the last 10
years.
It was after I’d booked my Vasto trip that I realised that it finished immediately before
the Rome City Race weekend, so immediately after the 5+5 prize-giving I headed back
towards Rome. The Sunday’s event was a typical urban event in central Rome but,
although I ran past well-known landmarks including the Pantheon and the Spanish
Steps, it was really just another City Race with lots of running and little orienteering
interest. Our Manchester City Race was far more enjoyable because it required some
detailed navigation!
Better by far, and the orienteering highlight of my holiday, was the sprint prologue
event on the Saturday which was held in the suburb of Garbatella, just 5 stops on Metro
Line B from Roma Termini. Wikipedia describes it as follows:
It was founded in the late 1920s… The older section of the area is divided into
project units (Italian: lotto), each of them made of several buildings grouped
together around a common yard: this design was borrowed from the English
Garden city movement.
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It felt as if you were entering each lotto through someone’s front gate, then navigating
between houses and across shared courtyards with washing hanging out to dry to find
your control. So much detail on the map, and so much concentration required! I loved it
and achieved my best result of the week, 7th ex 16 on M65, all because we had to
navigate.

The technical Garbatella sprint prologue explored the enclosed 'lotti'
So, if you see that the Rome City Race is returning to Garbatella, I recommend that you
take the opportunity. Alternatively, next year’s 5+5 is in Sardinia. Peter and Jillyan went
last time and loved it, so it’s on my bucket list for next year.
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Night Street League
The 2018/2019 Night Street League season got underway on 1st November, with the
first event held in Chorlton, based at the Bowling Green Pub. Planner Ian Watson and
Checker Doug Edwards produced a fine selection of challenges on a brand new map
which included Chorlton Park, Longford Park and even reached Old Trafford cricket
ground. There were a masssive 107 finishers, with numbers swelled due to several
international orienteers (in town for the Euro City weekend), as well as a large turn out
from local running clubs – hopefully we will continue to see them as the season
progresses.
The standard was also very high with Leon Foster (AIRE) taking first place in the gross
results, ahead of Tom Fellbaum (MDOC) and Warren Mason (IND). First Lady was
Rebecca Glen (MDOC) ahead of two of our international competitors. First pair was
James and Edward Corden (Stockport) and in the handicap results last seasons overall
winner John Embrey (DEE) came out just ahead of Warren Mason and Leon Foster.

Extract from the Chorlton NSL map
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Two weeks later on 13th
November the street league
moved on to The Vale Inn,
Bollington. Here the steep hills
and grassy paths proved to be
an enjoyable contrast from the
flat streets of Chorlton, and
extra care was needed to
minimise unnecessary climb.
Planners Clare and Rik Griffin
(helped by Steve Fellbaum and
Mike Greenwood) added even
Rik Griffin stays warm (Peter Cull)
more interest with an optional
remote map exchange, which allowed competitors to explore different parts of the area,
or retrace their steps while searching for new control features.

Tom
Fellbaum
was the
clear
winner in
the gross
results,
ahead of
Sam
The start in Bollington (Photo: Peter Cull) Drinkwate
r (MDOC)
and Mark Burley (MDOC). First lady was Fiona Millington (MDOC), followed by
Rebecca Glen and Fiona Blagg (IND). First pair were Steve Fairclough and Andrew
Mainwaring (Stockport). In the handicap results John Embrey again took the win, just
ahead of Tom Fellbaum and Peter Gorvett (SYO).
The third event of the season (sponsored by The New Don chip shop) took competitors
to Altrincham, a newly mapped area whose potential had been discovered by mappers
and planners Jillyan and Peter Ross. In addition to a complicated town centre with
pedestrian only streets, the competitors had to negotiate out of bounds car parks, unlit
tracks through woodland and of course the dreaded level crossings. As the railway cut
the area neatly in two, crossing over it once was inevitable, however crossing back
could prove to be more of a challenge. This was especially true in the north of the map
where there were no footbridges and no second chances should the barriers drop and
leave you stranded on the wrong side. I'm sure there were a few quickened paces and
heart rates as people approached these pivotal points in the course!
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Tom Fellbaum again
took the overall win
by a clear margin,
ahead of James Walsh
(MDOC) and Warren
Mason. Also in first
place once again was
Fiona Millington,
ahead of Rebecca
Glen and Anna
Mackenzie (UMOC).
Steve Fairclough and
Andrew Mainwaring
A popular control site (Photo: Peter Cull)
were the first pair
and John Embrey
edged out Tom Fellbaum to win the handicap results, with Warren Mason in third place.
These three seem to be pulling away from the rest of the field and must be favourites to
battle it out for the trophies, but don't count out John Britton and Peter Gorvett who
are never far behind.

Some Street League Thoughts
With the night street league events growing in popularity, the eternal debate on tactics
will continue to grow as well. The simplified line maps and score format mean that an
efficient strategy is probably the most important part of the whole race. But with so
many variables, competitors almost never run more than a few similar legs and often
return with a similar score despite having visited opposite sides of the map. More
detailed discussion and analysis takes place in the pub following each event and for
some/most(?) this is the highlight of the night, but here are a few of my own thoughts
based on some very limited experience.
One important feature that needs consideration is the variety in point values, with
controls worth a range of points between 10 and 90, depending on the planners chosen
format. This means that while the big points immediately catch your eye, a 10 point
control might not be worth even a short detour from your optimum route. Personally I
run under the assumption that I will be cutting it very fine or be slightly late at the end,
so if a late detour risks taking longer than the potential penalties it would allow (street
league penalties are notoriously harsh, usually 1 point per 2 seconds, so a 10 point
control would only cover 20 seconds of lateness) then I would avoid it, especially
considering some controls are not trivial to find even when close by!
But how far into the course does one start to make these decisions? It can be very
tempting to get a few small value controls on the board early in the race, even if they
don't justify the time taken to visit them, especially when you are fresh and the running
seems easy. Is this just an instinct to make a proactive start and to force yourself into a
decision, or do the smaller points add up to a crucial component of your score? The
editor would like to hear your views, although there seems to be no simple answer as it
depends so much on the map and geography of the area.
Maybe, like some of the formats most experienced competitors, you first use a
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highlighter to identify the highest value controls and force a route to visit these, with
anything else picked up en-route a bonus. This has the advantage of reducing a
complicated map to a more linear challenge, but does it cut out the possibility of a nice
sequence of medium point controls with a shorter running distance? And will the extra
minute of planning time come back to bite you when you're sprinting to the finish with
seconds remaining...
In summary, it seems
like the best tactic for
you will depend on
what sort of orienteer
you are, how far you
are capable of running
in the set time,
whether you are after
a simpler fast run or a
more technical
navigation challenge,
and most importantly
how close to the edge
The joy of a new map (Photo: Peter Cull)
you like to live. If in
doubt consider the controversial tactics of the UMOC cross-country converts who
estimated it would take a maximum of 10 minutes to sprint back from any point on a
1:12000 map, so simply set a watch/phone alarm for 65 minutes, before heading off at
random one control at a time, before the mad dash back to the pub!

MDOC makes Madeira
Marie Roberts
As you may have noticed, MDOC's recent event round the streets of Manchester was
part of the European City Race Tour urban league. The series offers opportunities for
weekend orienteering around the year in cities ranging from Ypres to Rome, so this
year we decided to do the last event of the 2018 series in the only city in Madeira,
Funchal. The island is a popular winter holiday destination for Brits so it was no
surprise that UK competitors formed the second largest group after the Portuguese,
with over 170 present, of whom five were from MDOC.
Funchal itself was enjoying its warmest December in 100 years and it seemed a little
strange to see tropical flowers and fruits alongside the city's extravagant Christmas
light displays. Though posting of some of the final details online kept us on the edge of
our seats until the day before the event itself, they were clear and easy to follow, except
the rather 'pop-up' location for collection of training maps.
The sprint event took place on the Saturday afternoon in and around a multi-level park
close to the sea in temperatures over 25 degrees C. My 2km course with 23 controls
made good use of the levels, walls, gates, canopies and stairways dividing the park and
building complexes nearby. The one main road traversing the event area was closed to
traffic with police guards on the crossings. I was pleased with my run, despite having to
replan my route choice when what looked like a path between two walls on the map
turned out to be a narrow ledge with a drop to the wall below. A magnifying glass came
in handy to see where there were steps between walls.
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The main Euro Tour event took place in the historic city centre on the Sunday morning.
As we left our hotel for the event, we noted a control just on the corner of the building
but neither of us visited it - perhaps it was one of the 39 controls on the Senior Men's
course.

The event centre was in a beautiful old tiled municipal building. Though the whole city
slopes down to the sea, the event area avoided the precipitously steep streets higher up
and looped around the network of narrow streets and alleyways just above the marine
esplanade,
with crossings
on the two
main riverside
avenues
managed by
traffic police.
Running
surfaces
varied from
uneven
cobbles to
tiled
pavements,
and from
grass to stone
Trevor Roberts races to the finish
stairways,
plus another multi-level garden. One control was inside Blandy's Madeira Wine Lodge,
one in a university quadrangle, and another was under a cable car terminus. A hazard
of many narrow streets was the restaurant tables ranged along both sides which made
the central passage only one
person wide.
We all enjoyed our runs but the
star of the MDOC contingent
(though he was running as SO
for entry purposes) was Mark
Burley, who finished 5th in
Senior Men on Day 1 and 7th
on Day 2.

Though it was possible to fly to
the island just for the weekend,
we stayed a week to take
advantage of the weather and
walk the island's peaks and
Grahame Crawshaw on the run-in
'levadas' (contour-hugging
water channels). The island's orienteering club is organising another weekend event in
February, this time including some forest O as well as an urban, and we will be
scouring next year's Euro City Tour listing for another city O' break in 2019, Brexit
permitting!
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Fallibroome Success at British Schools Championships
On Sunday 18th November, 22 students from The Fallibroome Academy competed in
the British Schools Orienteering Championships in Witton Country Park, Blackburn. A
fantastic total of 12 students achieved medals and the school finished as 6 th overall in
the country.
The team prizes included bronze
for the Year 8 girls (Emma Kyd,
Lucy Davies, Evie Eddie and
Caitlin Pearson), silver for the Year
11 boys (Oliver Smyth, Ben Kyd,
Kyle Allen and Alex Pegg) and
bronze for the Year 13 boys (Harry

Brown, Rory Allen, Harry Buxton
and Freddie Clitheroe), well
done to all and particular
congratulations to those
achieving individual top 10
performances: Ailsa Hay 8th
yr12, Oliver smyth 9th y11, Ben
Kyd 10th yr11 and Ben
Siriwardena 10th yr7.

Harry Brown running in Witton Park

Ben Kyd helped the Year 11 team to a silver

(P medal
hot

os from BSOA)

Bob Mason
Vicky Thornton
Bob Mason died peacefully on Nov 25th 2018 at Plas Penmon, his care home for four
years, where he suffered from Lewy Body Dementia and then skin cancer. He died at
the age of 87 having led a great life leaving behind Mary, 4 children, 8 grand children
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and 3 great grandchildren.
A few older members of the club will remember Bob and Mary Mason from the days
the family lived in Bolton when Bob occasionally attended meetings and with some
persuasion from Dave Holmes he took responsibility for the MDOC printer for a few
years.
In those days the printer filled a small room and the plates, trays, ink set up and the
turning of a handle to print off one colour at a time has been replaced with cartridges
and buttons; still not an easy job due to the exacting map standards expected these
days. Bob was never one to turn down a challenge and he was always keen to help if he
could.
Bob was not a particularly active orienteer himself as his other interests, mainly sailing,
and work took most of his time and it was eldest son Philip (Pip) who really got the
family involved in the sport having been introduced to orienteering by one of his
teachers, Dr Lindsey Jones.
However, despite not being a regular competitor Bob was always interested in the
'mechanisms' of the sport and he would enjoy his long discussions with Frank Rose
and willingly take up his car parking duty with military precision whenever called
upon! He would also enjoy talks with the three Dave's these being Dave Holmes, Dave
Gittus and Dave Griffiths. (Dave Mawdsley being too young to include in this list! ;-).
There are obviously other members who will remember Bob fondly; Sue B, Rae, Pete,
Margaret and Andrew and others. The last time he went orienteering was at the 2011
Scottish 6 days based around Oban but he did accompany Mary two years later to the
Moray 6 Days.
Bob was a talented man who will possibly be most remembered for building a yacht
and sailing the oceans, having many wild adventures accompanied by family and/or
friends.
Past MDOC member Fran Loots wrote "I have fond memories of your Dad and trip in
the yacht to Sweden. Especially the tins with morse code on them!!" This was Bob's
idea to teach the family morse code, having ripped all the labels off. So this often
resulted in eating (for example) a tin of tomatoes instead of baked beans.
Dad used many expressions one being "nothing ventured, nothing gained". He always
ventured and we all gained.
A lovely man now at peace but never forgotten.
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Buxton Adventure Festival
On the second Tuesday of each month, the Buxton Opera House host the Buxton
Adventure Festival, with talks from prominent adventurers, mountaineers and runners.
On Feb 12th 2019 they will hold an evening with two British fell running legends, Steve
Birkinshaw and Martin Stone. Steve will be talking about his Wainwright fells record,
other key running achievements and health challenges. Tickets are £17.50 (£12.50
concessions) from the Buxton Opera House website.
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Fixtures
Sat 5th Jan – Lyme Park, John o'Goats Charity Event
Sat 12th Jan – New Year Social (High Lane Village Hall)
Sun 3rd Feb – Bickerton Hill, Middle Distance National Event (DEE)
Sat 9th Feb – Brereton Heath, Night Event
Sun 10th Feb – Philips Park, Regional Event
Sun 17th Mar – Bampton Common, CompassSport Cup Heat (BL)
Sun 24th Mar – Hampsfell Red Rose Classic (SROC)
Spring Series:
White to Light Green linear courses, plus a traditional (or odds/evens) score course.
Sat 19th Jan – Bruntwood Park
Sat 2nd Feb – Woodbank Park
Sat 16th Mar – Wythenshawe Park
Night Street League:
Tue 15th Jan – Sale East (The Moorfield)
Thur 31st Jan – Cheadle (Micker Brook)
Tue 12th Feb – High Lane (The Dog and Partridge)
Thur 28th Feb – Gee Cross (The Grapes)
Tue 12th March (Cup Final) – Urmston (The Roebuck)
Wednesday Runs:
2nd Jan – McCann – Hazel Grove
9th Jan – Wagg – Didsbury
16th Jan – Wathey/Fenerty – Timperley
23rd Jan – Brook – New Mills
30th Jan – Britton – Marple
6th Feb – Mawdsley – Macclesfield
13th Feb – Evans – Romiley
20th Feb – Lomas – Hazel Grove
27th Feb – Roberts - Bramhall
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More Euro City Weekend Photos
All courtesy of Peter Cull (www.petercull.com)

Cecilia Fenerty negotiates the temporary fencing in Offerton

Sue Birkinshaw at the finish in Castlefield

Caption competition...
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Please send your suggestions, news, photos and other articles to the editor at
samdrinkwater.sd@googlemail.com for inclusion in future editions.
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